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POSSIIKX APPLICATION OF BLADE BOUNDARY-IAyER CONTROL

TO IMPROVEMENT OF DESIGN MD OFF-DESIGN

PERFORMANCE OF AXIAL-FLOW TURBOMACKU!ES

By John T. Sinnette, Jr., and George R. Costello

A theoretical discussion of the ap_@ication of blade boundary-
layer control to increase the efficiency and the stage pressure ratio
and to improve off-design performancee of turbomachines is presented.
A method based,on the potential flow of a compressible fluid is
developed for designing suction, or ejection, slotted blades having a
prescribed velocity distribution along the blade and in the slot. The
effect of the boundary layer on the design of the slot and the effect
of ejecting gas at stagnation pressures and temperatures different
from free-stream values are discussed.

,

INTRODUCTION

Considerable resesrch has been conducted
boundary-layer control to isolated airfoils.

on the application of
These investigations prior

to 1948 were smmarized and evaluated by Sidney Goldstein in the
Eleventh Wright Brothers Msmorial Lecture (reference 1). The results of
these investigations suggested certain possible applications to turbo-
machine (compressor and turbine) blading, which were theoreticddy
investigated at the NACA Lewis laboratory durm the sumner of 1950 and
are presented herein.

Boundary-layer control may be used either (a) to delay transition
from a lsminar to a turbulent boundary layer and thus reduce skin
friction and heat transfer, or (b) to prevent or to delay boundary- ~
layer separation and thereby increase the allowable blade loading and
range of angles of attack.

The boundary-layer control to prevent separation maybe obtained
by either suction or ejection. The suction method appesrs, in general,
to be the more efficient, but the ejection method wouldbe necessary
for use in conjunction with air-cooling of turbine blades.

—-— .. —-.—-—- ----



2 liACATN 2371

Boundary-lsyer suction maybe applied at a particular location through
suction slots or distributed over an srea by suction through a porous
material. Although suction through porous wslls has certain advantages,
the practical difficulties, such as clogging and lack of strength,
make it appear of somewhat dubious value for the blading of t.prbo-
machines.

The applications of these methods of boundmy-layer control for
increasing the efficiency and the stage pressure ratio snd improving
the off-design performance of turbomachines are discussed. A potential-
flew method of des@dng blades for boundary-layer control by prescrib-
ing the velocity distribution along the blade and in the slot is
developed and compsred tith the theoretical results obtained for an
unslotted blade with a velocity discontinuity. A discussion of the
effect of the boundary layer on the design of the slot and the effect
of ejecting gas at stagnation pressures and temperatures different from
the free-stresm values is also included.
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me used in this report:
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“2q1
constant equal to

v1+ l+ql

zqz
constant equal to

l+=

constant defined implicitly by equations (22) and (23)

blade-element lift

ratio of mass flow in slot to up8tresm mass

number determined by included trailing-edge

pressure \ .

atiliary function of s

flow

angle of blade

xt~e of tie~iotiess velocity in compressible-flow
plane (ratio of actual velocity to stagnation velocity
of sound)

region in ~-plane defined by ILIZ1

real part

arc length along blada surface

rotor-blade-element velocity

velocity on unit circle (incompressibleflow)

auxiliary complex variable

complex variable in compressible-flowplane (cascade plane)

angle of velocity in compressible flow (measured from
positive x-sxis)

an@Mr location of sink on unit circle

circulation
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Subscripts:

1

2

I

II

III

a

c

i

m

n

R

s
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included trdding-edge angle of blade

complex variable in incompressible-flow
plane)

circle angle in {-plsne

air angle relative to axial velocity

density

blade-row solidity at mean radius

variable of integration

velocity potential

stream function

upstresm of cascade

downstream of cascade

entrance to stator blade row

exit from stator blade row

exit from next rotor blade row

axial component

compressible flow

incompressibleflow

relative mean velocity

leading edge (nose)

relative to rotor

relative to stator (“absolute”values)

plane (circle
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t trailing edge (tail)

u upper surface

The prime indicates a derivative.

APPLICATION OF BOUNDARY-LAYER CONTROL TO BLADING

Although boundsry-layer control may well be applied to advantage
on the hub and the casing of a turbomachine, the adequate analysis of
such an application involves the consideration of three-dime~ionhl
boundary-layer flow (including the interaction of wall and blade
boundary lay~rs), which is outside the scope of the present investi-
gation of blade boundary-layer control. Two-dimensionalboundary-
layer control on blading maybe used to achieve several aims that
sre not entirely independent but which, for convenience,.are separately
discussed.

Increase of Blade Lmding

As in the case of isolated airfoils, it is possible to increase
the blade loading considerably by the use of boundary-layer control.
This increase results from the prevention or the delay of flow separa-
tion and the resultant stalling of the blades, and the greatest gain,
of course, can be obtained if the blades sre specially designed for
the use of the boundary-layer control so as to maintain high loading
over most of the blade section. By use of boundsry-layer control, a
higher blade loading can be obtsined for a given inlet Mach nuder
without exceeding a given Mach number on the blade because the blade
can be designed to have a uniformly W@ Mach.nmb= OVer a larf3er
portion of the upper surface of the blade without flow separation.
For the same reason, higher inlet Mach nuniberscanbe used with a given
loading without exceeding a given Mach number on the blade. The gain
resulting from maintaining a high velocity over a lager portion of the
u~er surface may be materially reduced,;however,by the increased
velocity over the lower surface as a result of the practical requirement
of thicker blades for boundary-layer control.

brprovement of Performancee of Later Stage of

Multistage Compressor

The largest gains from the increased loading obtainable with
boundary-layer control on multistage axial-flow compressors would be
in the later stages where the inlet Mach number is not the main
limitation.
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With conventionalblading, the maximum pressure
in a multistage compressor is obtained by increasing
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ratio per stage
the axial com-

ponent of veloci@ and maintaining an essentially s~etrical velocity
d.iagrsmthroughout in order to maintain the maximum ald.owableMach
number on all blade elements (reference 2). This increase in axial
component of velocity can only be obtained by using a sufficiently
large taper for the annular passage to more than compensate for the
reduction in axial velocity due to the increase in density. The,use
of taper lsrge enough to maintain constant relative Mach numbers,
however, leads to very small passages in the later stages of high-
pressure-ratio compressors and to high exit velocities (reference 3).
The resultant narruw annulsr passage tends to produce low efficiencies
in the later stages (reference4) and the high exit velocities either
produce large exit losses or require a long cliffuser. For these
reasons, most commrcial compressorsuse much less taper than required
to produce constant Mach number and comequently obtain relatively
-lowMach numbers and pressure ratios in the later stages.

The drop-off in pressure ratio in the later stages due to this
decrease in relative ~ch number in the wider passage could be pre-
vented, however, if the blade loading could be increased in these
stages. Because of the lower Mach numibers,it should be possible to
use considerablyhigher blade loading without obtaining excessive
local Mach nmibers on the blades. With conventionalblading, however,
the blade loading is Mm.ited by the esrly stall of the blades. The
situation csn be somewhat improved by the use of blades of high camber,
but the gain is’lhited and the useful range of angles of attack may
be reduced. Some further slight increase in pressure ratio can be
obtained by the use of solidifies higher than conventional limits of
about 1.2, but the gain is generally obtained with some sacrifice in
efficiency.

Effect of blade boundary-layer control. - A much greater increase
in loading snd stage pressure ratio should be possible through the use
of boun@y-layer control on the rotor and stator blades. The results
from isolated airfoils indicate that there should be no difficulty in
doubling the loading obtainable without boundary-layer control with a
corresponding increase in pressure ratio. The effect of boundary-layer
control on the stage efficiency is less easy to evaluate than its effect
on stage pressure ratio. The profile drag-lift ratio should be
decreased because of the lsrge increase in lift coefficient possible
without boundary-layer separation and because of the decreased profile
drag resulting from reduced boundsry-layer thickness behind the control
slot. In addition, some hprovement in efficiency might be expected
from the fact that the velocity diagram theoreticallymost favorable
to high profile efficiency for a given drag-lift ratio (symmetrical

———..
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diagram with @al velocity equal to one-half rotor-blade velocity,
references 2 and 5) can be approached more closely throughout a multi-
stage compressor when a high stage pressure ratio is obtained by use
of boundary-layer control on both rotor and stator blades than when
it is obtained with conventionalblades by varying the axial velocity
to give a constant Mach number entering allhlade rows. ~us, me
profile stage efficiency shouldbe higher than for conventionalblades.
On the other hand, “secondary-flowlosses” may be increased if the
eqpirical relations found for conventionalblades (reference 6) apply
to blades with boundary-layer control. It might be possible to reduce
these losses, however, by proper variation of slot width along the
blade span, by additional boundsry-layer control at critical points,
or by the choice of a suitable relation between the blade spacing and
the amount of turning in the blade row.

In addition to the effect on internal aerodynamic efficiency, the
power required for pumping the boundsry-layer-controlair must be con-
sidered in evaluating the over-all efficiency of the machine. If
boundary-layer control were applied to all blade rows of a multistage
compressor, the power used in pumping this air would undoubtedly have
an appreciable effect on the over-all.compressor efficiency. This
statem~t applies even if the compressor itself is used to pump the
boundary-layer air, as would generallybe the case. Because o“fthis
pumping loss, it appears desirable to limit the boundary-layer control
to the later stages where the largest gains sxe possible.

Boundary-layer control on stator blades. ; Substanti@. gains cube
obtained by applying the boundary-layer control only to the stator
blades of the later stages, because it is generally necessary or
desirable to remove the whirl of the air almost completely at the
discharge from the compressor; th@ result canbe obtained with a net
gain in pressure ratio’if the stator-blade loa&Lng canbe substantially
increased in the last few stages.

The msnner in which this net gain in pressure ratio is obtained
can be seen by examining typical velocity di~ams at the mean radius
of a later stage with and without boundary-layer control on stators
(fig. 1). The subscripts R and S indicate that the velocities are
measured with respect to the rotor or stator reference frame,
respectively, and the subscripts 1, II, and III imdlcate the entrance
to a stator row, the exit from the stator row, and the exit from the
following rotor row, respectively. The same axial componeti of
velocity qa and rotor-blade-elementvelocity u are used in both
cases. The absolute velocity ql S entering the stator blades has

been taken as the same in both c~es, but the air is shown’turned

— .-. ———.——— .— .———. . .... —...
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through a much larger angle by,the stators with boundary-layer control
than by those without control, which results in absolute velocities

.

leaving the stators qU,S that differ in magnitude and direction.
a

The relative velocities entering we next row of rotor blades qll,R :
sre therefore also different and much higher in the case where
boundary-layer control is used on the stators. If the relative Mach
nmiber were 0.56 withoti boundsry-layer control, it would be approxi-
mat@y 0.75 with control in this example. (The turning in the stators
should be limited to give reasonable relative Mch nunibersentering
the fo3Mwing rotors.)

The energ input’and the total enthalpy rise me, by Ner’s
equation, proportional to the change in tangential component of velocity
across the rotor &R. The turning through the rotor blades in both

cases of this example was determined by taking CL u = 1, where CL

is the lift coefficient and IS the solidity of the rotor row of blades.
For the usual definition of lift coefficient used for compressors, this
limitation on turning gives (reference 3)

If the term involving D/L is neglected and qa is constant, then

Hence, the total enthalpy rise, with this limitation on the turning in
the rotor, is inversely proportional to the cosine of the angle between
the mesn relative velocity snd the axis. Thus, the use of boundary-
layer control on the stators, which aHows this angle to be increased
(fig. 1), giv~shighertotsl enthalpy rise and hence higher total-
pressue ratio than without the control.

The process herein depicted maybe repeated across several stages
if desired, with the turning in the stators rather arbitrarily chosen
to fit any desired conditions. For example, the stators maybe
designed to produce zero tangential velocity a+;the exit of the last
row of rotor blsiiesand thus to reduce the leaving losses to a midmum.

, .
.

.—._ — —
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Iinprovementof Turbine Performance

Boundary~layer control appears to have useful applications in
conjunction with turbine-blade CO OliIlg . One of the most effective
methods of cooling the trailing-edge region of turbine blades is by
ejetting cooling sir at or near the trailing edge of the blade. Th3.s
ejected ah can be used at the same time as an effective method of
boundary-layer control for increasing the blade load@g and thereby
reducing the total blade area for a given power output. The reduction
in blade-surface area may, in tin, be expected to reduce the emmurt
of cooking required to maintain a given blade temperature. A some-
what clifferent application of boundary-layer control would be made for
turbines requiring very high work per pound of gas with limited rotor-
blade speed, wh~e negative reaction may be required. The flow through
the turbine rotor is then similar to that through a typical compressor
rotor and, if the blade loading is to be high, boundary-layer control
may be required to prevent stalJ3ng of the blades. In this case, as
in the more usual case, Imx@smy-layer control by ejection can
effectively be used in conjunction with blade cooling.

Ihprovemeti of Off-Design Performance of ‘l?urbomachines

In a multistage turbomachine designed for a high pressure ratio,
the performance may be very poor when operating at equivalent speeds
and weight flows far removed frm the design values. The 10ss in
efficiency is particularly serioti in multistage axial-flow compressors
when operating at below design speed, and is a result of extreme mis-
matching of the different stages. The first stages must operate at
high angles Q= attack and may stall, whereas the last stages may be
operating as a turbine (which reduces the over-all pressure obtained)
or may even be subject to a negative stall of the blades.

Boundary-layer control may be used to improve this situation in
several ways. In the first place, airfoils properly designed for
boundary-layer control are capable of withstanMng a much tider range
of angles of attack than those without control (reference 7).

Another method of impro~ the off-design performance with
boundary-layer control consists in varying the turning angle and the
circulation for a given angle of attack by varying the amount of air
sucked off for control. In general, increasing the suction through a
slot near the tail edge on the upper surface increases the circulation
(reference 8). This variation of the suction quantity can be used
very effectively in the later stages of a multistage compressor where
boundary-layer suction has already been suggested for improving the

—— .- —.- ______ ——. — .—-.
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design performance. %milsr effects sre obta.5aedby varying ejection
air in the ejection-controlmethod for perfect fluid, but the analysis
of the effect for actual fluid is not as clear.

The tendency of the later stages to perform little useful work at
below-design speed due to a lsrge reduction in angle of attack can be
counteracted by an increase in the circulation by using increased
suction at the reduced speeds. This benefit is obtained even when the
suction is applied only to the stator blades because an increased
turning through the stator blades results in an in&eased angle of
attack on the following row of rotor blades and hence an increase in
energy addition through the rotor’blades.

Boundary-layer control has not been particularly recommended for
improving the design performance of the first stages of ads-l-flow
compressors because of the high relative entrance ~ch numbers reqwired
on these stages to obtain M@ mass flow and high rotor speed. The
high Mach numbers requ3re thin blades with relatively low loading, in
which case the gain from boundary-lay- control is small. It might be
desirable, howevw, to employ boundary-layer control on these stages
during the low-speed operation of the compressor in order @ Nstpone
the stalling of these blades at the high angles of attack at which they
will then operate. Suction nesr the leading edge is fairly effective
in postponing the sta~g of thin airfoils (references 1 and 9 to 11)
and might therefore be used to advantage in improving the performance
of the first stages at low compressor speeds.

T!EEORYOFBLADE-DESIGN MIITEODWI’lKSLOT

In reference I-2,Lin shows &at, H the pressure-density relation
is .

(1)

then the compressible potential flow.about a cascsde of blades cah be
obtatid by transforming an incompressible flow about the unit ctitle
with the unit circle mapping into the cascade blades. This transforma-
tion is ex%end.edto give the compressible potential flow pa8t a cascade
of blades with suction or ejection slots in the blades by introducing a,
sink or source on the unit circle and a pole in the derivative of the
mapping function at the ssme point.’

The complm potential function F(<) for the incompressible flow

about the unit circle due to complex sources at ~ = &ek (k re~

— .
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and positive)
is

and a sink or source on the circle at &j= eip (p real)

F(c) =A 10ge(~ - ek) +X loge(~ - e-k) +

B lo~(~ +ek) +~loge(~ + e-k) + 2 Mloge(~ - ei~) + C

where the bsr indicates the complex conjugate, M is a real constant
(positive for a source and negative for a sink) and A, B, and C are
complex constants with

ReA=(-Re B- M)>O

The mapping between the z-plane and the

d.= g,,) (. - y)-’&. Jk)-’ .,.

~-plane defined by

@012km)I-’(I -~) (K2
gives a compressible flow with a linear pressure-volume

(2)(

(3)

(4)

relation past a
cascade of slotted blades with the veloc~ty potential ~1 and strem
function ~c in the z-plane givenby

L

CPc+ i~c = F(c) (5)

provided that g(&j) is chosen to tsatisfythe following req@rements:

(a) g(~) is regular in region R defined by Icl>1

(b) g(~)~ O h R except where F’(&j)= O (the order of
the zero not to exceed 1)

(c) $ dz = O along a path enclosing the unit circle and

1

(6]

excluding the poi~ts ~ . *ek

)1(d) F’(!) [g(K)]-l(L-$) (tj2- e2k <,~R

— — —-—— ———. —.
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The magnitude q and tiection
velocity at any point in the z-plane

NACA TN 2371

a of the dimensionless
are given by

(7)

The proof that the differential eqyations for the velocity poten-
tial and stream function are satisfied and that the required boundary
conditions are obtained in the z-plane by use of this transformation is
the same as the proof given in reference 12. ~ the physical interpre-
tation, part of the suction slot is considered as being ducted out along
the span of the blade.

The preceding transformation canbe extended to give additional
suction, or ejection, slots on the blade by addlBg nmre sinks or
sources on the unit circle and by putting poles in the derivative”of
the mapping function at the ssme points. In order to use this trans-
formation ti designing a cascade of blades with suction or ejection
slots and a prescribed velocity distribution.along the blade, the
prescribed conditio~ sre usedto select a suitable incompressibleflow
about the unit circle and to detemnine the function g(~) h a manner
similar to that used for e cascade of urmlotted blades (references13
and 14).

The prescribed conditions are the velocity distribution on the

‘al the dwwtream velocitY q2 e jblade, the upstream velocity ql e i%

and the ratio m of mass flow in thetslot to inlet mass flow’(m is
negative for suction, positive for ejection). Because the prescribed
velocity does not deterndae the circulation, either the circulation or
the location of two equdpotential yoints h the slot must also be
ass~ed. The upstream end the downstream velocities are related by tho
continuity equation

&

q2 Cos a.2= ~ ql (l+m) cos ~
e

(8)

Because the suction case and the ejection case differ only in the
si~s aC M and m and in the location of the upper-etiace stagna-
tion petit relative to the slot, only the suction case is considered
‘indetail. For convenience, the axis of the cascade is taken along
the y-am-s and the flow is frcm right to left (fig. 2).
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Flow in Circle Plane ,

~ The flow of an incompressiblefluid about the unit circle is

4 selected by determining the constants A, B, f3,and k in the complex
b potential function F(c) from the given conditions. The constants A

and B sre determined from the upstream,and the downstream velocities
and the circulation; and 13 snd k are determinedly the range of
potential between st@ation points.

potential and circulation on blade. - The magnitude of the
dimensionless velocity q along the surface of the blade and the
slot is given as a function of the arc length q = Q(s), where the
total src length is infinite and the trailing-edge stagnation point
st has been taken at zero (fig. 3). If Q(s) is def~ned by-

Q(s) = - q(s) -Ssssu
Q(s) = q(s) su~s~o

Q(s) =- q(s) o~s~sn

Q(s) = q(s) sn~s<+=

where ~ and Sn are the upper surface end the

, points, respectively, then the velocity potential

.

The circulation
because the integral

is
or
b

s

Qc(s) =J Q(s) ds

o

nose stagnation

9C(S) is @venby

(lo)

cannot be determined from the prescribed velocityO

+0

.f

Q(s) (3s
-a

an indeterminate, @roper integral. Hence, either the circulation
the location (as-a function of s) in the slot of two points a and
having the same potential must be assigned (figs. 2 and 3). When

the location of points a and b is assigned;

b
r =
c

J

Q(s) ds

a

(n)

—,—---- —= .— -——— ——. —--—.————— .—.-— — —. —.—____ . _.
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With the cticulation known, the spaciag d
given by

Determination

q
d
‘qlsin~-q2sin~

of A. M. and B. - The value

NACA TN 2371

of the cascade is .

of d from equa-
tion (12) is used to evaluate A and B because the spacing is also. .

given by the value of
$

dz taken along a path around ek or -ekj

that is,

“=$’ti=-$&
(X5)

Substituting dz from eqvation (4) in equation (13) and
integrating give

where

o

id = 211i

[

g(ek) + 122ek(~k)

(2ek l-e
i$-k

) 4 ~(ek)

[

%
A %+mle=2Yci —e
K1 1~

al

.%= r1+ l+ql

The bracketed expression must be a real mmiber, hence,

4+K12
ImA=— —

~%2 ‘e A ‘m %

or

(14) “

,.

(15)

(16) .,

———
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.

Substitution of Ih A from equation (15) in equation (14) gives

or

(17)

(18)

Hence, A is completely determinedby equations (15) and (17) or
(16) ti (18).

The ratio m (which is negative in the suction case) of the mass,
flow removed to total flow is given and consequently

M=mReA (19)

Equation (3) may be written

ReB=-ReA-M (20)

and Re B is thus obtained from the preceding values of Re A and M.
The value of 13nB is determined from the spacing by

where

L4

,

——. —— —— .—. ——
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Therefore

MACA TN 2371

=- ‘-J1 + q22 Re B tan U2 (21)

and B is completely known from equations (20) and (21).

Determination of k and ~. - After A, M, and B are known, k
and ~ me d.etaned by the condition that the maximms and the minim-
ums of the potential on the cficle must equal those of the ~otential.
on the blade; that is,

~c(Su) - Q=(o) = ‘F’”)-{~et)
~c(sn) - ~c(0) = I?(e’en)- {eiet )

(22)

(23)

where eu, et, ti en sre the upper surface, the tr~ling edge, and

the nose stagnation points, respectively. This system of equations in
k and ~ always has solutions,but the equations cannot be solved

_ic~ ~ some ~erical-methodwt be used. One method is to
obtsin a plot of k as a function of ~ for values that satisfy equa-
tion (22) by assigning a few values to ~ and determining the corre-
SpOlldiIlg-US Of k. Similarly, obtain a @ot of k as a function
of ~ for values that satisfy equation (23). The intersectionof these
curves gives the desired values of k and 13.

With k and 13 btermined, the flow about the circle is lgmcu.
The potential qi(0) on the circle is

Qi(0) =Re F(eie) =- 2Re Atanh-l~~~hek+

M loge
1- cOs(e-p)+Rec
COSh k + COS ‘

(24)

.

—
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and Re C is chosen to make Pi(et) = O. The angle convention is

- ~<ta-l S~ e <~
SiIlh k 2

and t.-lw is taken in the ssme quatiant and direction as e.

5e velocity on the circle ~(e) iS

2
v(e) =

[
2ReAsinf3coshk+cosh 2k - Cos 2e

1(Ih A-ti B)cosesinhk+(n A+ hB)shihkcoshk +

17

(Mctn~+ sin e
COSh k + COS e)

(25)

Function g(~)

The function g(~)
by using the prescribed
circle to determine the
thenbe computedby Poisson’s integral. Because of the res~riction
imposed by the prescribed conditions, g(~) is obtained in a slightly
clifferent manner, as shown in the following sections.

can be computed,for points on the unit circle
velocity on the blade and the velocity on the
real part of g(~). The ima@mry part could

Blade with pointed trailing edge. - i% the blade is to have a
pointed trsiling edge, then g(~) must vanish at the trailing-edge

iet
stagnation poirrton the circle, ~ = e . Hence, g(~) may be written
as

() iet n
g({) = l-~ ef([) (26)

where f(~) is regular on and outside the unit circle and

n 1:=- — (27)

where c is the included tr~ng-edge angle of the blade.

.— .———_ . ._ _. _ —... — -—.- —
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Vslues of g(+ek). - Because the

stream sre prescribed, the values of
from equation (7):

velocities upstream and down- ,,

g(~) at C = *k are determined

:. .

~e%l (ek-ei~)

1

N

g(ek) =
‘1

(28)

-2Beia2 (
g(-ek) =

ek + ei~)

%

In order that g(~) have these values, f(~) is written in-the form

f(Lg) = c(~)

(
c(~) =+ 1

(
*l-

and H(c) is regulsr on

s

where

This restriction
use of equations

ek

)

2A(ek - eiB)eial

‘Z- ‘-oge
Kl(l - )

eiet-k n

ek

)

-2B(ek+ ei~)e%’

T
loge

~ (1 + ei%-k)n

and otiside the unit circle

+

(29)

(30)

with

(31)

on H(C) is,~sedby the regularity of f(~). BY
(26) and (29),

> and g(~) will be known
of the blade shape, only

(32)

when H(!) is determined. For the computation
the vslues of g($) on the circle sre needed..

.— —.— ——— — —— _—--—
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Determination of Re H(c) on circle. - By equation (5), the
potentials ~c(s) a ‘%(e) are equal at corresponding points. Thus,

by matching these potentials, a correspondence is established between
points along the blade src length and the circle angle: s . s(e). lily
use o,fthis correspondence,the magnitude of the velocity prescribed
along the blade is obtained as a function of the circle angle:

q = q(e). Hence, from equation (7),

2 q(e) = F’(eio)(ei2e - e2k)~- ei(p-e)

Tl+l+q(e) 18(4I
(33)

Substituting g(~) from equation (32) with ~ . eie and replacing

“ F’(eie)l by the velocity ~(e) (equation (25)) in equation (33) @.ve ,

ek V((3)(2 COSh 2k-,2 COB 2e) 1/2 2 s~ y
2q(e)

“m= P-2 Cos %efl
n/2,e~eC(eie)+(2 cosh2k-2 cos 2e)ReH(eiefl

or

I I
V(e) (2 COSh2k-2 COS 2e)1/2 Z’ Sfi~

lo& Re C(eie)+k
K(e)[2 -2 CO: (et-ej_Jn/2 -

Re H(eie)=
2 cosh2k - 2 COS 29

(34)
—.

where

K(e) = )

&

q(

l+l+q(e)

ieRestrictions on Re H(e .).- By equation (31),

(35j-

—..——.______ .—_. —— .
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hence H(c) must have the form

(where ~, ~, . . . me complex constants) which for points on the

tit circle becomes

%2 h3
H{eie) = Re H(eie) + i 13nH(eie) = —ei2e + >+”””

= ~ (Re h~ cos je + ~ hj sin je) +
j=2

i s @hj Cos se- Re hj Sfi je)
j=2

Consequently,

The values of
tiom (37) to

of Re H(eie)

2fi

J Re H(eie) W = O
0

f2’Re H(eie) cos e M = O
0

~ Re H(eie) sin e dtl= O
0

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

Re H(eie) from equation (34) myst satisfy equa-
(39). If these equations are not satisfied, the values

must be adjusted un%il the conditions are satisfied,

.

which mo~fies the prescribed velocity. l.kthodsfor adjusting

Re H(eie) me given in reference 14. These adjustments must be made

h such a manner that Re H(eie) still satisfies the restriction
imposed by equation (6d), which may be written in the form

.

-.
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[
~ (2cosh2k- 2 cos 2e) Re H(eie)1

ek v(0)l(2 cosh 2k - 2 Cos 2e]l/2
> 1“3+7

[ 1
(40)

2- 2 cos (et-e) ‘/2 eR~ C(eie)

Determination of ~ H(eie). - After obtslning Re H(eie), which
satisfies equations (37) to (40), the function h H(eie) is given by
Poisson~s integral

where the constarrtterm in the

J
2X

h
o.

as requiredby equation (36).

and substitution

values of g(~)

Re H(eiT) cot ~ dT (41)

integral has been taken as zero so that

H(eie)’W= O

Hence, H(eie) is now determinedly

H(eie) = Re H(eie) + i iluH(eie)

of these values of H(eie) in equation (32) gives the

for points on the circle ~ = eie.

Blade Coordinates

lZcomthe preceding values of
obtained by integration around the

?

z =J.(ab - ei@-e!l-’(~ie-

g(eie), the blade coordinates are
cticle of equation (4); that is,

e2k)-ld(eie) -

— -. -—..— ...— - -—.—
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which, on replacing F’(eie) by v(~) e-i(e‘~) and writing

igz(e)
g(eie) = gl(e) e

reduces to

z

f{

= +)[1 - ei(~-e)]-~ (ezie - e2k)’1 -

(42)

HmSmMmm ImAMPLE

In order to compsre an example of a slotted blade with a previously
computed unslotted, Griffith type blade, which had an abrupt decrease
in the upper surface velocity (figs. 4 and 5), the same upstresm
velocity, turning angle, spacing, and cticulationwere chosen for this
example:

~1 = 0.68215

%- = 135°

%2= 180°

r = 0.5058

d = 1.0488

and a similar velocity distribution was prescribed alo~the blade.
‘The smount of suction was takeu to be 1 percent of the’mass flow
(m= -0.01). The imte~als in equations (36) to (40) were evaluated
by the methods given.in reference 14. In order to obtain sufficient
accuracy in the neighborhood of the slot, when the coefficients given

in reference (14) are used, Re H(eie) was written in the form

Re H(eie) = Re H1(ei6) +Re ~(eie)

—
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where

Re Hl(eie) = O for

Re H1(ei6) = Re H(eiO) for

Re ~(eie) = Re H(eiO) for

ReI$(eie) = O for

The Integrals involving Re Hl(eie)

23

P- 2(30< e< p

all other values

P- 2oo<e<p

all other values

+ 20°

of e

+ 200

of e

were evaluated using 80 equally

spaced values of 6 and the integrals involving Re H2(ei0) were

obtained by conformablymappingthe unit circle onto a unit circle by

and using 80 equ~ spaced values of the new circle angle.

Adjustments to Re H(eie) ‘changedthe prescribed velocity somewhat
and the final velocity distribution is shown in figure 6. The computed
blade shape is given in figure 7. The trailing edge of the slot has a
very small radius of curvature and, in order to obtain a more practical
blade, the velocity was represcribed in this neighborhood (fig. 8) and
also a lower velocity was prescribed in the slot. The,resulting
velocity distribution and blade are shown in figures 9 and 10,
respectively.

DISCUSSION OF SLOT DESIGN METHOD

The design method with a slot directly applies to potentisl com-
pressible flowwith a linesr pressure-volume relation. The inter-
pretation given in referenoe 14, which consists in multiplying the
velocities for a 13.nesrizedpressure-volume relation by a constant
factor, canbe used to obtain an approximate solution for a gas obeying
the usual isentropic rdations and satisfying irrotationalityand con-
tinuity between upstream and downstream flow. The limitation to poten-
tial flow, however, is a more serious restriction because most of the
slot flow is boundsry-layer flow with total pressures and temperatures

.

.——. —. —.—
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differing from those of the mainflow. Thus, the method cannot be
directly applied to actual flows. A reasonable method of allowing for
the boundary layer in the case of suction would be to displace the
upstream boundary of the slot by a little more than the displacement
thiclmess of the boundary layer in order to allow the slot to pass the
desired mass flow.

The modification of the potential-flow solution to represent
actual ejection control is more comp~cated. Even without the effect
of viscosi~, the ejection process may differ from the potential-flow
solution because the total pressure and temperature of the ejected
gas need not be the ssme as that of the resinflow. Then a r33.scon-
timnity in both temperature and velocity (but not pressure) would
genera13ybe produced wh=e the two flows come together. When
viscosity is considered, the discontinuity surface disappears andwil.1 )
be replacedby awake region where’the boundary layers from the blade
and the upstresm side of the slot merge.

The nonviscous case csnbe anslyzed approximately on a one-
Mnensional basis by applying BernouJli’s equation to stream tubes on
either side of the surface of discontinuity and making use of the
continuity of pressure across the surface of discontinuity. The viscous
case is considerablymore difficult and must be treated by boundary-
layer techniques that are beyond the scope of the present investigation.
The general approach to obtaining the actual flow with ejection would
be, however, to start with the potential-flow solution obtained in
the present report and then to modify it in succession to take account
of itifferenttotal pressures and.temperatures and then modify that
solution to account for viscous and heat-transfer effects.

For low suction or ejection flows (1 percent or less of upstream
flow), the blade shape obtdned by the method of reference 14 using a
discontinuity in the velocity is essentially the same as the blade
shape obtained by the method of this report except in the vicinity of
the slot. Consequently, considerable time could be saved in designing
blades with low suction or ejection flows by using the method of refer-
ence 14 to obtain the general blade shape and then fairing into the
blade a previously calculated (or known) slot that is capable of
handlinn the flow.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Clevelamij Ohio, Decahr X5, 1950.

.
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(a) Without boundary-layercontrol. (b) With b@l~-by9P cOdZ?O1.

Fi@ma 1. - Velocity~ at mean radius of later atage of titiatage axial-flowcmpressor
with and without boundary-layercontrol m statorblades.
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